
Cells

Name: Date:

1. A student filled a bag of dialysis tubing with a milky-white starch solution and placed the bag in a beaker of
iodine-water as shown in the diagram. An hour later, the student observed that the starch solution had turned
blue-black (positive test for starch). What is the most probable explanation for the change?

A. The iodine diffused into the bag. B. The starch was changed to sugar.

C. The iodine was changed to starch. D. The starch diffused out of the bag.

2. Which process requires the expenditure of cellular energy?

A. passive transport B. active transport C. osmosis D. diffusion

3. Which molecules must be present in order for energy production to occur in the mitochondria of an animal cell?

A. chlorophyll molecules B. carbon dioxide molecules

C. lactic acid molecules D. oxygen molecules

4. Select the cell compound, chosen from the list below, which is best described by the following phrase.

A double-stranded molecule that contains instructions for the manufacture of cell protein.

A. DNA B. Messenger RNA C. Transfer RNA D. ATP
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5. Select the cell compound, chosen from the list below, which is best described by the following phrase.

Provides energy for biochemical reactions

A. DNA B. Messenger RNA C. Transfer RNA D. ATP

6. Select the cell compound, chosen from the list below, which is best described by the following phrase.

Carries protein building blocks to ribosomes

A. DNA B. Messenger RNA C. Transfer RNA D. ATP

7. The building blocks of both DNA and RNA molecules are known as

A. amino acids B. nucleotides C. hydrocarbons D. polysaccharides

8. The process of osmosis is best illustrated by the movement of

A. water into root hair cells B. oxygen into red blood cells

C. carbon dioxide through stomates D. glucose through phloem
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9. Which life activity is illustrated by the diagrams of the same cell shown?

A. reproduction B. excretion C. transport D. growth

10. A biologist diluted a blood sample with distilled water. While observing the sample under a microscope, she noted
that the red blood cells burst. This bursting is most likely the result of which process?

A. staining B. ingestion C. osmosis D. active transport

11. Chemical analysis of mitochondria indicates that these organelles

A. contain ATP molecules B. do not contain enzymes

C. are found within cell nuclei D. transport hemoglobin

12. Which compound carries amino acids from the cytoplasm to specific sites of protein synthesis?

A. adenosine triphosphate B. deoxyribose nucleic acid

C. messenger RNA D. transfer RNA
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13. The organelle that is the site of cellular respiration is the

A. chloroplast B. nucleus C. mitochondrion D. ribosome

14. Which structure includes all of the others?

A. nucleolus B. nucleus C. chromosomes D. genes

15. Studies of vacuoles reveal that they are

A. sites for the attachment of spindle fibers B. sites of cellular respiration

C. reservoirs for water and dissolved minerals D. information centers for all cellular activities

16. Which organelle aids in the maintenance of cell homeostasis by selectively regulating the passage of materials into
and out of the cell?

A. plasma membrane B. ribosome C. lysosome D. nuclear membrane

17. An organelle found in most plant cells, but absent from animal cells, is the

A. contractile vacuole B. centriole C. chloroplast D. Golgi complex
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18. Which cell part selectively regulates the entry and exit of substances, as shown in the diagram?

A. plasma membrane B. ribosome

C. nucleolus D. nuclear membrane

19. Which cell activity is illustrated by the diagrams shown?

A. osmosis B. diffusion C. egestion D. ingestion

20. The diagram shown represents a section of a plasma membrane. What does structure X represent?

A. protein B. glucose C. lipid D. glycogen

21. The presence of large numbers of mitochondria in the tubule cells of nephrons suggests that the transport of
materials into and out of tubule cells requires

A. acids B. pigments C. energy D. enzymes
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22. In a cell, the selective permeability of the cell membrane is most closely associated with the maintenance of

A. homeostasis B. hydrolysis C. phagocytosis D. pinocytosis

23. Which structures are found in every living cell?

A. a plasma membrane and cytoplasm B. chloroplasts and mitochondria

C. a cell wall and nucleus D. centrioles and chromosomes

24. Which cellular organelle is represented by the diagram?

A. ribosome B. centriole

C. plasma membrane D. cell wall

25. Shown is a green plant cell. The chemical reactions involved in the synthesis of ATP occur in structure

A. A B. B C. C D. D
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26. Shown is a green plant cell. Which structure is chiefly composed of a nonliving material known as cellulose?

A. A B. B C. C D. D

27. Which organelles are usually found in both plant and animal cells?

A. cell walls B. centrioles C. mitochondria D. chloroplasts

28. Which cytoplasmic organelles contain hereditary material and can undergo replication?

A. chloroplasts and cell walls B. cell membranes and ribosomes

C. endoplasmic reticula and food vacuoles D. mitochondria and chloroplasts

29. The diagram shown represents an animal cell. What is the function of structure X?

A. It synthesizes cellulose.

B. It produces centrioles.

C. It controls the energy released in respiration.

D. It regulates the transport of materials.
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30. What is the role of DNA in controlling cellular activity?

A. DNA provides energy for all cell activities.

B. DNA determines which enzymes are produced by a cell.

C. DNA is used by cells for the excretion of nitrogenous wastes.

D. DNA provides nucleotides for the construction of plasma.
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